UNLOCK VALUE

From Commodities to Services

INTRODUCTION
SYSTEM CHANGES

I

f we are to deliver Net Zero with a fully optimised energy system we have
to change the basis of the cost, value and price of the system. The current
“truths” were designed in the 1980s and 1990s around the fossil fuel system
where customers were “recipients” of the system rather than participants,
where the big step was the change from a nationalised system to a privatised
system, and where there were few big and important players.
This section aims to address some of those fundamental system changes
required to deliver decarbonisation.
Key recommendations include:
• Consumers Equal Access to Support: Consumer assets to be included in all
support and market mechanisms.
• Services Unlocking Added Value: Offer consumers services not just
commodities.
• Reward Flexibility Fairly: Introduce a Flexibility Service Agreement similar to
a Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
• Reallocate System Risk and Cost: Risk needs to move from consumers to
those that create the risk.
• Underpin the Market: Create a low-powered floor price for the merchant
and PPA markets.
• Focus support on the Heavy Lifting: Focus support and resources on
immature technologies, not least consumer assets.

Overview of All Recommendations
More from Less
From Consumption to Optimisation

Objective
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System
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Carbon Busting
From Fossil
to Net Zero

Fully Costed
From Silos to
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Unlock Investment

Deep Digitalisation
From Brawn
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Start the
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From Supply
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From
Commodities
to Services

From
Spreading
Risk to
Owning Risk

From
Subsidies
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Market

From Mature
to Immature
Technologies
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throughout
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Reward
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Actions &
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Fully
Costed
System

Maximise
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Reduce
Whole
System
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Optimising the Five Cs
of a Fully Costed System

All regulatory and
policy actions should
be guided by optimising
the Five Cs, measured
against the Full
System Costs

EPISODE
THREE

We recognise that many of the recommendations have a
different level of complexity to implement and have given a
Red, Amber or Green rating to each of the recommendations,
outlining the challenges that each poses.
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Optimising the
Five Cs: Carbon,
Customers, Costs,
Capacity & Capital

DIFFICULT
ACHIEVABLE
EASY

UNLOCK CONSUMER &
SYSTEM VALUE
FROM COMMODITIES
TO SERVICES
Drive out
Carbon

Unlock
the Capital
throughout
the system

Maximise
Utility of all
Capacity on
the system

Fully
Costed
System

Reward
Customers’
Actions &
Assets

Reduce
Whole
System
Costs

AMBITION: Move from sellling
commodities to selling services, to
unlock access to the capital assets
needed for decarbonisation, optimise
services and deliver simpler and
predictable purchases for consumers.
Businesses will absorb complexity
and risk and create a strong supply
chain pressure

Optimising the Five Cs
of a Fully Costed System

Recommendations
• Open
	
up the Market to Consumer Services: Ofgem needs to
accelerate, deepen and broaden its review of the current retail licence
model and promote the development of services.
• Undertake Consumer Protection Assessment: Drawing on
learnings from other sectors, Ofgem needs to develop appropriate
consumer protection measures addressing longer term product and
financial service based contracts.
• Promote
	
New Service Agreements: Policy and regulation should
promote the development of a new suite of services across the
supply chain from consumers through to generation.
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Why Services and not Commodities?

T

he changing nature of the system from an opex to a capex system
requires a new form of contractual relationship to unlock the capital,
utilise that capital most efficiently and allocate value to longer-term
investments and reliable actions that the commodity-based system
cannot effectively release. The current market rewards quantity not quality
with all incentives based around the amount of commodity (such as kWh of
electricity) sold to consumers. It places limited incentives for doing more with
less, with few rewards for “adding value” and “processing” energy. The focus on
an incomprehensible kWh inhibits energy suppliers from investing in customers,
or unlocking important decarbonisation assets and creates precarious business
models. The intensive focus on switching aims to deal with the symptom of the
current regime and is not a sustainable approach to really introducing effective
and meaningful competition.
We believe that moving from a commodity “sell and buy” to a service-based
system is crucial for the new decarbonised system. Selling a commodity is a
very old fashioned model that is becoming less and less prevalent across other
consumer-facing sectors.

Decarbonisation Demands a New
Business Model
ReCosting Energy’s underlying premise is that we are moving from a commodity
costed system to a capital costed system and this requires a change in business
models throughout the system.
Commodity selling is no longer delivering value to the customers, will never
facilitate fair access to the new products and assets consumers need, creates
increased risk to investors and does not serve retailers whose business models
are becoming more and more shaky.
The current commodity market is not reflecting the full system “cost”, which
is moving from the commodity to the cost of capital and system management.
The “value” is increasingly being created through the management and
optimisation of the demand profile, efficient system operation, capacity
utilisation, time, location and weather, not the production of the commodity.
It is very likely that the value of the commodity will mirror the cost journey of
data, from valuable to ubiquitous. Action is needed to pre-empt the reduction
in the cost of electrons otherwise the overall market and its investability will be
significantly reduced.

“25 years from now, the bulk of
the energy you use to heat your
home and run your appliances,
power your business, drive
your vehicle, and operate every
part of the global economy will
be nearly free.”
Jeremy Rifkind, The Zero
Marginal Cost Society

THE DATA JOURNEY
In 1967 1 Megabyte cost
$1 million to send, whereas today
the estimated cost of sending a
1 Megabyte file is $0.001.

Services Drive out Cost and
Optimise Systems
Services on the whole are driven by optimising the cost and use of the service
and this is not a consumption model. Through longer term contractual
arrangements, and risk being owned by the service provider, costs throughout
the supply chain can be more efficiently driven out. The margins will be
made through actually delivering less for equal service experience. It will
drive investment in technology, system redesign, innovation and optimisation
throughout as the core financial incentive will be less, not more.
This is not to say that there isn’t a need for a “just-in-time” market to
provide price discovery for managing peaks and troughs. However, the current
commodity markets have little relation to the real costs of the system.
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Servicing, processing,
delivering, optimising and
utilisation of capital assets
are all better managed around
a Service Economy rather
than a commodity market.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

Delighting Consumers and Shielding them
from Volatility and Complexity
The opportunity to provide services should incentivise the service provider
to support customers to optimise their use of energy while allowing the
consumer to be distanced from the volatility of the commodity and the growing
complexity of the new system.
There are great models in other sectors driven by service, subscription and
asset-based propositions that take the optimisation responsibility away from the
consumer and manage the risks and costs within the businesses themselves. In
addition, the delivery of new and innovative services and products delights their
customers, adding value and satisfaction.
Fair Access to Decarbonisation Assets, Demand Actions
and their Rewards
A move to a service economy is not just a nice to have but an essential
component of ensuring that we democratise the benefits of the system. We
need business models that allow wide access to the equipment, assets and
actions required to ensure that we don’t have a two-tiered energy system – the
EV/PV owner benefiting from accessing markets and those without picking up
the full system costs.
From a customer perspective a fixed service contract with products
embedded in the service agreement would provide much greater access to the
decarbonisation assets so needed across the population.

Service packages have
emerged in the mobile sector
and moved away from selling
minutes and texts to packages
with capital assets embedded
into their propositions.

Policy and regulation should
spend as much time developing
new frameworks for really
“delightful” services that
deliver fair access to the
system of the future as they
do trying to address the
switching regime.

Less is Certainly More
Businesses would not be rewarded for the amount of energy but the utility
of the energy in line with the customers’ needs and expectations. Therefore,
the service model would drive the businesses to manage their consumers’
consumption, offering exciting new methods of demand shifting, helping shape
their demand to reduce the need for energy. In addition, service contracts can
be designed around energy efficiency measures unlocking the longer-term
benefits of reduced consumption.
Internalising Volatility, Complexity and Risk
Through service packages, retailers will need to take on the complexities of the
system, managing their customers’ consumption rather than turning customers
into electricity or heating engineers.
Service and subscriptions models would further drive the supply chain
pressures to optimise all that it does, in order to reduce their costs. This is in big
contrast to today where costs are just passed on to the consumer – socialising
the costs rather than managing the risk themselves.
Through services it will be possible to distance customers from the volatility
of the commodity and move to energy becoming a component of other
products rather than a purchase in its own right, potentially changing the
business model from a consumer product to a business-to-business service.
See From Spreading Risk to Owning Risk.
CONSUMER PROTECTION
This is not to say that service models do not have their
own set of challenges, not least enforcing contractual
obligations and different consumer detriment. However,
while these risks are different from the challenges of
today, they are not more complex than the current set of
arrangements in other consumer facing sectors.
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Retailers Becoming Product Providers and
Demand Optimisers
Retailers should be able to share the benefit from their customers’ demand
value to the overall system.
Being able to blend the commodity with services will, and should, build
stronger business models, more tailored to varying customer needs, and unlock
the capital required for customers to optimise their consumption. Retailers
would be able to diversify their offers and through the access to “miniaturised”
support mechanisms that will derisk investment in customer assets, assist with
the overall system optimisation. See From Supply to Demand.
Services rather than a commodity proposition must also open up the market
to a much greater diversity of providers creating new competition for traditional
suppliers of energy and deliver a much greater diversity and innovation in
consumer-facing businesses.

How a Service-based System could Work
for Customers
This model is based on the mobile phone model. It includes access to support
mechanisms (see From Supply to Demand), and shows that there are several
different revenue streams available to reduce the up-front costs of the asset. In
addition, an automated service to optimise the energy system, and access the
cheapest energy has wider efficiency benefits for the whole system.

An EV Service Agreement – a Model based on
Mobile Phones
Leasing
Contract
Agrees to
optimise charging
Reduced
price for
car

Very
cheap
miles

Car Plus x Miles
per Week

• Customers are offered a leasing
arrangement for a car with a
service agreement including x
miles per week, similar to a mobile
phone contract.
• The leasing company optimises
the charging of the car through
automated services reducing the
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Car Leasing
Companies

Adding Capacity at Peak
Micro Capacity Market Payment
reducing the cost
Contributing to reducing local
constraints or national balancing
Flexibility Purchase Agreement
or Traded DSR
Reducing Peaks & Capturing
Demand Troughs
Leasing company incentivised to
buy energy at very lowest price

cost of the energy.
• The leasing company is able to
reduce the capital costs through
accessing the Capacity Market.
• The leasing company is also
able to sell a flexibility purchase
agreement to key players,
providing greater certainty to

Reduces overall
system costs
Positive impact on
available capacity,
local constraints,
balancing, peaks
and curtailment
from an asset
already purchased
for a non-energy
purpose

those exposed to imbalance risks.
• The customer is delivered a
cheaper cost for the asset, lower
running costs and reduced
volatility. The system benefits
from the increased capacity and
flexibility resources that assist all
within the system to reduce costs.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

The Customer Journey

Customer Needs
For customers to play their role
and add value to the energy system
they require innovative propositions,
tailored to their lifestyles and
needs but also products that unlock
their value. hese range from EVs
and PV to smart controls, smart
white goods and – most importantly
– energy efficiency measures.
However, the barrier to mass
deployment and access to these
assets is the capital cost.
Customer Choice
The customer is offered a wide
range of products and services
through service contracts that allow
for the capital asset value to be
amortised across a longer period
of time, with the energy embedded
into the agreement. This would be
accompanied with a service-level
agreement allowing consumers to
decide on their service levels and
the amount of control in relation
to energy use. Assets would be
much more widely accessible while
the retailer would be incentivised

to reduce overall energy costs, and
reward consumers for flexibility.
The Retailer
A wide range of propositions would
be provided to customers and the
retailer would be able to manage the
asset, its installation and its energy
consumption. The retailer would be
incentivised to use the assets most
efficiently, managing peak demand
and accessing the best prices. In
addition, through the new market
mechanisms they would be able to
receive a small but useful Capacity
Market or CfD payment if the asset
was either a generator, delivered
flexibility or reduced overall demand
needs. In addition, the retailer could
sell its customers’ assets capabilities
through a Flexibility Purchase Market
and play in the Balancing Market.
[See Recommendation 2 from
Reward Customers: from Supply to
Demand.]
Prices to Devices
By “energy enabling” all energy
consuming products, device retailers

could enable products to play in the
DSR and Balancing Markets directly
without intermediaries. See Deep
Digitalisation.
Retailer Relationships
with Networks
Through longer-term relationships
and obligations, retailers will be able
to build up contractual and stable
revenues built off their customers
to provide new services to enhance
capacity on networks, thus sharing in
the value of optimising network utility.
These can be unlocked by Flexibility
Purchase Agreements and just-in-time
markets for demand-side response.
Regulation
This requires a streamlining of the
energy licence agreements and
greater flexibility about how and
what customers can purchase.
There will be a much deeper
conflation between other regulatory
models and non-energy consumer
protection laws, not least product
protection, financial services and
long-term contractual relationships.
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Networks Moving from Distribution to
Capacity Services
While networks are taking
significant measures to migrate
from distribution to managing
capacity through the proposed
DSO model, more progress is
needed. Regulation should focus
on capacity services pushing risk
and rewards towards doing more
with less.
Sharing factors on capacity
utilisation need to be increased,
balanced with greater pressure
on enhancing efficiency, promoting new business models such as distributed
storage and promoting smarter system management.
In addition, the recommendations that demand must top the merit order
for networks will drive greater value towards innovative retailers and benefit
consumers. See From Fossil to Low Carbon.
Network Services
New service agreements should be investigated around capacity blocks and
locational pricing regimes. This again is similar to the sale and access to data
where ceiling blocks of data are procured and provide much better optimisation
and ability to plan.
The core service is a capacity service that can be enhanced by networks
purchasing “flexibility” from retailers in areas of constraint with location
pricing as the reference price. This would help with the growing distributional
concerns between those with high capacity needs and those with much lower
capacity requirements.
Buying capacity ceilings would further incentivise retailers to optimise their
customers’ demand so as not to have to move from one capacity block to a more
expensive one, all having a downward pressure on the cost for the whole system.
The rub here would be much more reduced incentives to build more
infrastructure, driving better system management, markets to optimise the utility
of the networks and exposure to the competition from new entrant networks.
A derivative of this has been developed by North West Electricity in providing
a low voltage service at a significantly reduced price for low energy users.
These forms of differential services will become more and more desirable and
necessary with clear regulation underpinning essential service obligations.
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In Spain, customers are
offered “shared storage”
services for excess solar,
to draw on when needed.
This offers significant cost
reductions for access to
storage and delivers technical
and cost advantages
• Cost of storage less than
peak prices
• No upfront costs to
consumers
• Lower grid system losses
and less battery degradation
• Lower total battery required
due to aggregation
• 30% less whole system
investment
• Provides additional services
to the system

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

Value for Generators
Currently generators have few incentives to add value to their commodity and
with curtailment payments the rewards sit in all the wrong places. However,
generators could add value through delivering longer-term “fully-balanced”
energy contracts.
The Commodity is Important but …
By squeezing renewables into a fossil fuel paradigm we are trying to get
intermittent generation to behave as if it were a “ramp-it-up” asset and we
are costing every electron as if they were equal. In addition, there is no reason
why consumers should have to “play” the international commodity markets
when their energy is coming from a fixed asset totally unrelated to a global
commodity market.
Utility is the Service, the Commodity is the Feedstock
There are two different outcomes that need to be distinguished and
differentiated: the commodity as generated any time of the day or night, and an
energy service that delivers energy at the time of demand. One is a commodity
market and the second an energy service.
These two outcomes have different types of customers:
•	
Vanilla Commodity: This commodity is of interest to those who have the
ability and access to demand actions and assets and storage assets and can
“add value” to the commodity by shaping its deployment in line with demand.
• The On-demand Service: This is of interest to those who want the
generator or an energy “processor” to manage the intermittency of the
commodity and provide a service shaped to the customers’ needs. This
passes the risk but also the rewards to those who add value to their own
commodity. It also opens up revenue to deliver inter-seasonal storage and
services that are so lacking in the system.

FROM MILK TO
CHEESEMAKER
Milk has a value but is a
commodity. It needs to be
pasteurised to be widely sold
and then even more added
value can be gained from
making cheese.

For those large “purchasers” of energy it is likely that they might want
to purchase a combination of commodity and the top-up security of an
“on-demand” service.
For generators and storage owners this allows them to increase the
diminishing value of the commodity, building more sophisticated and added-value
business models. It will also allow for greater investment in the “processing” of
energy through storage, and more sophisticated demand predictions.
In addition, it opens up the retail market to new purchasers who do not want
to take the risk of imbalance and the complexities of the energy system design.
This might in time break down some of the silos that exist in the current system,
improving efficiencies and driving out cost through less waste of the commodity.
The Importance of the Wholesale Market
This world of services does not exclude the need for markets to calibrate
demand needs, time, weather and location. In many ways that market will be
more important with the more dynamic, volatile and unpredictable nature of the
balance between demand and supply. However, the volatility and risk to manage
this in a service-based model will sit with the companies and not the consumers
and will probably be a useful reference price mechanism rather than how most
currently contract with each other.
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System Benefits of a Service Market
Unlocking the “Processing Assets” throughout the System
It is not just consumers who require services but the system as a whole. Storage
is a service and is challenged by having to contort its capital to play in a volatile
commodity market. Services that reward full seasonal value rather than just “inminute” value also assist with unlocking inter-seasonal storage, and contractual
obligations between storage services and retailers, generators and the ESO,
will ensure greater predictability and resilience across the changing nature and
dynamism of peaks and troughs.
In addition, the “softer” assets such as digitalisation, system redesign, and
optimisation assets are just not unlocked by the just-in-time commodity
nature of the market, but would be through longer-term services with strong
optimisation incentives and competition to do more with less.
Supporting Security of the System
With strong contractual obligations relating to service contracts, the actual
management of the system and its predictability and stability would be
increased as these important actions would not be dependent on volatile price
fluctuations, but on a contracted service provided when needed. In addition,
business models that are varied, tailored and specific to customers’ needs
actually create greater system stability with an increase and diversity of actions
able to hedge, shift, and support the shaping of demand and supply.

Recommendation 1: Championing
Customer Services
Ofgem needs to accelerate, deepen and broaden its review of the current retail
licence model and champion the development of services, working with first
movers to understand the key elements of consumer benefit, detriment and
protection needed, not least the essential service obligation.
While regarded as difficult by Ofgem, these models exist in a wide range of
other consumer-facing sectors.

Recommendation 2: Consumer
Protection Regime
Ofgem, drawing on learnings and working with other sectors, can develop
appropriate consumer protection measures addressing longer-term product
and financial service-based contracts. These consumer protection regimes work
across many other sectors to greater and lesser effect. However, this is not a
blank sheet of paper in terms of consumer protection.

Recommendation 3: Promote New
Service Agreements
Policy and regulation should promote the development of new service
agreements as an integral part of the future energy landscape, working with
generators, storage investors and system optimisers to build a range of
common contractual frameworks and terms and conditions.
Four Potential Service Models
Building on the key components of a new system recommended in this report
– Optimisation of the 5 Cs at its heart and Optimised Demand competing with
Optimised Supply – new service agreements could be developed, such as:
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MODERATELY EASY
Ofgem does have flexibility
even within the current
legal framework to vary the
customer experience but
should identify any show
stoppers in legislation that
might need amending ready
for the next Energy Bill.

FROM COMMODITIES TO SERVICES

•	
Customer Optimisation Services: Retailers optimise their customers’
demand through assets, technology and automated actions, enabling
customers to get more from less and sharing the system services rewards
with their customers
•	
Flexibility Purchase Agreements: Retailers sell their customers’ flexibility
capabilities to DNOs, the ESO and directly to generators. This can be done on an
options basis with a draw-down additional payment. See From Supply to Demand
•	
Capacity Services: Networks maximise capacity providing incentives to
both the supply and demand side to maximise the utility of their networks at
best cost, with service differentiated according to need.
•	
On-demand Services: A fully blended energy service meeting demand and
taking responsibility to match their production to demand, rewarded for a
fully balanced and managed energy service
• Commodity Provision: A basic low cost “as-generated” commodity with
no added value but accessible and desirable to those that have optimised
demand effectively to manage demand and supply misalignments.

These service agreements proposals have been shared with existing Power
Purchase Agreement consultants and their development is considered feasible,
practical and desirable.

Conclusion
The changing nature of the system from an opex to a capex system requires a
new form of contractual relationship to unlock the capital, utilise that capital most
efficiently and allocate value to longer-term investments and reliable actions that
the commodity-based system cannot effectively release. There is significant value
sitting within the services model that can be realised through optimisation but
which cannot be monetised through just the commodity market.
At the heart of reform is the retail market that must be first mover in
changing its business model, otherwise there will be significant barriers to fair
access to assets and actions that currently are only available to the rich.
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Thank you to

